The influence of various modified nucleotides placed as 3'-dangling end on thermal stability of RNA duplexes.
The ribonucleic acids (RNA) form highly folded structures, which behind the helical fragments contain several secondary and tertiary structural motives. All of them have an influence on thermodynamic stability of the RNA. The 5'- and 3'-dangling ends are one of those structural motives, which effect stability of the adjacent helixes. In this paper, we described the influence of 14 different modified nucleotides, placed as 3'-dangling ends, on thermal stability of the RNA duplexes. Collected data demonstrate that: (i) 5-substituents of the uridine have an impact on the 3'-dangling end effect and the largest changes were observed for 5-chloro, bromo and methyl substituents; (ii) position of the methyl group within the uracil residue affect the thermal stability of the duplex; (iii) increasing a size of the heterocycle base placed as the 3'-terminal unpaired nucleotide enhances stabilization of duplexes.